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Abstract

We report on mechanical dissipation measurements carried out on thin (\textasciitilde 100 nm), single-crystal silicon cantilevers with varying chemical surface termination. We find that the 1–2 nm-thick native oxide layer of silicon contributes about 85\% to the friction of the mechanical resonance. We show that the mechanical friction is proportional to the thickness of the oxide layer and that it crucially depends on oxide formation conditions. We further demonstrate that chemical surface protection by nitridation, liquid-phase hydrosilylation, or gas-phase hydrosilylation can inhibit rapid oxide formation in air and results in a permanent improvement of the mechanical quality factor between three- and five-fold. This improvement extends to cryogenic temperatures. Presented recipes can be directly integrated with standard cleanroom processes and may be especially beneficial for ultrasensitive nanomechanical force- and mass sensors, including silicon cantilevers, membranes, or nanowires.

Online supplementary data available from stacks.iop.org/nano/26/465501/mmedia
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1. Introduction

Single-crystal silicon has played an important role in the evolution of micro- and nanomechanical devices. For example, nanomechanical silicon beams and membranes have been successfully used as sensors to record small forces \cite{1} and masses \cite{2} and led to pioneering advances in ultrasensitive scanning force microscopy \cite{3}, chemical screening \cite{4}, and biomolecular recognition \cite{5}. Despite their small active volumes, nanomechanical devices can have very high quality factors of mechanical resonance in the range of $Q \sim 10^3$–$10^7$ \cite{6, 7}. The high quality factor compared to electrical resonant circuits makes nanomechanical devices especially attractive for high-frequency signal transduction \cite{8} and ultrasensitive, narrowband force detection \cite{3}. Low-loss nanomechanical resonators are furthermore promising device elements for parallel data storage \cite{9} or classical and quantum transducer architectures \cite{10}.

High quality factors are important in nanomechanical force detection, because they are intimately related to the sensitivity of a device. Through the fluctuation–dissipation theorem, the $Q$ factor sets the amount of thermomechanical noise disturbing the sensor and thereby determines the smallest measurable force \cite{11}. Although the force sensitivity can be limited by many other factors, such as noise in the displacement readout or instrument stability, the thermomechanical noise provides the intrinsic and fundamental limit to force measurements. High-$Q$ resonators made from single-
Crystal silicon have routinely reached this thermal noise limit and demonstrated force sensitivities of the order of $10^{-18}$ N (1 Attonewton) or less at cryogenic temperatures [1, 11]. Silicon has been a workhorse material for ultrasensitive nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) because of its low intrinsic dissipation and because it can be easily processed into a variety of shapes, including cantilevers, strings, membranes, and nanowires.

A potential drawback of silicon as a low-loss mechanical resonator material is the presence of a $\sim 1-2$ nm native oxide layer on its surface [12]. The oxide layer or associated defects are believed to play a pivotal role in the mechanical friction. Even for devices as thick as several micrometers, surface-related loss has been shown to dominate mechanical friction and to lead to a linear decrease of the mechanical $Q$ with decreasing thickness [13, 14]. The reduction in $Q$ is particularly severe, as dimensions of devices start approaching dimensions in the deep nanometer range, such as for ultrathin silicon cantilevers [1], membranes [15], or nanowires [6, 16].

The native oxide is a complex and heterogeneous amorphous solid with a number of silicon suboxides at the bulk silicon interface and fully oxidized silicon dioxide in upper layers [17]. Oxide formation strongly depends on environmental factors such as humidity, and the precise morphology and thickness of the oxide is variable [12]. Although it is possible to remove the oxide layer by annealing to $800^\circ$ C in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) [18, 19] or using chemical etching, the oxide-free silicon surface is unstable in air, and the oxide layer regrows within minutes under ambient atmosphere [12]. In a series of investigations, Henry, Hines and coworkers found that some permanent improvement in the mechanical quality factor is possible by monolayer coating of the surface with alkanes [20–22]. It is, however, unknown whether these improvements extend to low temperatures, where many of the most sensitive measurements are carried out. Moreover, the liquid-phase chemistry is difficult to carry over to ultrasoft and fragile mechanical structures.

Here we present a detailed study of the mechanical dissipation of ultrasensitive silicon cantilevers as a function of surface termination. We show that the dissipation is proportional to the thickness of the native oxide and that it subtly depends on oxide formation conditions. We further investigate several approaches for chemical passivation of the surface, including thermal nitridation and organic monolayer deposition by liquid-phase or gas-phase hydrosilylation of medium-sized terminal alkenes, alkynes, and aldehydes. All strategies are found to achieve long-term (>1 d) protection against air oxidation and three- to five-fold quality factor improvements compared to default devices. In most cases, these improvements extend to and are even more pronounced at cryogenic temperatures. The passivation steps are procedurally simple and can be easily integrated into existing lithographic recipes and carried out with standard cleanroom equipment.

2. Experimental setup

The demonstration devices used in this study were (1, 0, 0) -oriented cantilever beams of $\sim 120$ nm thickness, 4 $\mu$m width, and lengths between 90–120 $\mu$m fabricated from an insulating single-crystal silicon substrate (see figure 1) [23]. Similar cantilevers have been extensively characterized in the context of ultrasensitive force microscopy, where they are established as some of the most sensitive nanomechanical force sensors in use [1, 3, 18, 24]. Since these cantilevers are
long and thin, thermomechanical and clamping losses are negligible [13], making them an ideal testbed to assess surface friction. Moreover, potential advances towards lower surface friction achieved in this study will directly impact pertinent force-sensing applications.

We have analyzed surface friction through measurements of the mechanical quality factor \( Q \). The mechanical quality factor describes the energy loss per oscillation cycle, and the inverse quality factor \( Q^{-1} \) is directly proportional to the mechanical dissipation parameter, \( \Gamma \propto Q^{-1} \) [13]. The quality factor \( Q \) and mechanical dissipation \( \Gamma \) are important parameters that directly limit the force sensitivity of a mechanical sensor [7]. For our silicon test devices, mechanical friction is composed of two different sources of friction, including the material’s intrinsic (or ‘bulk’) dissipation \( \Gamma_0 \) and a surface-specific dissipation \( \Gamma_s \) [7, 13]. Since friction is additive, the total dissipation is given by \( \Gamma = \Gamma_0 + \Gamma_s \). For most NEMS with a crystalline core, including the present silicon devices, the dominant contribution comes from the surface and \( Q^{-1} \propto \Gamma_s \) [13, 14].

We have measured the mechanical \( Q \) using the ring-down method [1, 13]. Cantilevers were mounted in a custom-built atomic force microscope that allowed for mechanical excitation of devices by a small piezoelectric element. The cantilevers were briefly driven at the mechanical resonance \((f_c \sim 10 \text{ kHz})\), and the ring-down of the mechanical oscillation is monitored by a low-power fiber-optic interferometer [1]. The mechanical \( Q \) is then given as \( Q = \pi f_c \tau \), where \( \tau \) is the \( 1/e \) ring-down time. All measurements were carried out in a variable-temperature cryostat (4–300 K) and in high vacuum \((p < 10^{-6} \text{ mbar})\).

For many measurements, it is important to control and minimize the time a (surface-modified) device was exposed to air. For this purpose, surface reactions were carried out in a sealed reactor chamber that could be flushed with inert gas (Ar) and transported from the wet lab to the point of measurement. Cantilevers could be mounted in the force microscope on a holder piece using a single screw, and interferometer alignment was done remotely using three-axis positioners after pump-down and in vacuum. With experience, this procedure allowed for air exposure times—defined as the interval between the first exposure of the sample to air (when opening the reaction chamber) and the start of pumping of the system—down to about 2 min. Although additional oxidation may in principle still occur after the pump is started, pump-downs were fast, and we have neglected this additional period.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Role of native surface oxide

We initiated the study by assessing the contribution of the 1–2 nm native oxide to the total mechanical dissipation of the devices. For this purpose, we have stripped the oxide by hydrofluoric acid (HF/H\(_2\)O) vapor, resulting in an oxygen-free (hydrogen-terminated) surface. Figure 2(a) shows that the mechanical quality factor right after (~2 min) oxide stripping increased by a factor of 6–8×, in agreement with earlier studies on UHV-annealed silicon cantilevers [19]. We found a similar increase in \( Q \) also at 4 K (see supporting information, [25]). The improvement in \( Q \) was consistent between devices from the same wafer, but a systematic difference was seen compared to a second wafer, where \( Q \) factors only improved to 40–50 K at room temperature (see supporting information).

From figure 2(a) we conclude that the native oxide layer contributes about 85% to the total dissipation in these devices. The remaining 15% is contributed by other sources, presumably residual surface damping. Although well-known mechanisms, including thermomechanical damping, clamping loss, or viscous drag [13], could in principle also be in effect, none of them is sufficiently strong to explain the \( Q \lesssim 10^3 \). Additional surface damping can be expected, because our devices are not atomically flat and have rough sidewalls from device lithography.

Figure 2(a) also shows that the mechanical quality factor rapidly decreased (within minutes) following air exposure due to regrowth of the native oxide. We have compared the reduction in the \( Q \) to the thickness of the oxide layer measured by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). XPS measurements were carried out on separate Si wafer pieces. The combined data showed a roughly linear dependence of dissipation on the thickness of regrown oxide (figure 2(b)). We conclude that the dissipation is therefore mainly generated within the oxide film and not by interfacial defects, adsorbates, or crystal termination defects [26].

We have carried out several additional experiments to better understand the mechanism of oxide formation. Figure 2(c) shows repeated cycles of hydrofluoric acid vapor cleaning followed by air exposure under different conditions. We found that the reduction in \( Q \) is reversible to within experimental error, confirming the oxide layer as the origin of dissipation and not, e.g., residual contamination during device lithography or by adsorbates. The rate of \( Q \) degradation was reduced in the dark, a result consistent with visible light-driven reactivity of hydrogen-terminated silicon surfaces [27]. We further measured no significant difference between the effects of HF and DF (deuterium fluoride) treatments, as expected from the oxide growth mechanism [28]. Finally, we observed differences in oxide growth under different atmospheres; these results are presented further below.

As an interesting side note, we found that the cyclic removal and regrowth of the native oxide layer allows us to investigate the elastic modulus (Young’s modulus) and the mass density of the native SiO\(_2\) layer. The oxide-covered silicon cantilever can be modeled as a bimorph consisting of a thick silicon layer and a thin silicon dioxide layer of twice the native oxide thickness (as both sides of the cantilever are oxide-covered). The difference \( \Delta f_c \) between the mechanical resonance frequencies of the bimorph \((f_c + \Delta f_c)\) and the bare silicon cantilever \((f_c)\) depends on the elastic properties of both materials as well as their thicknesses. For thin surface films
The frequency difference is [29]

$$\frac{\Delta f}{f} = \left( \frac{3E_{\text{SiO}_2}}{2E_{\text{Si}}} - \frac{\rho_{\text{SiO}_2}}{2\rho_{\text{Si}}} \right) \frac{i_{\text{SiO}_2}}{i_{\text{Si}}}. \tag{1}$$

Here, $E_{\text{SiO}_2}$ and $E_{\text{Si}}$ are the Young’s moduli, $\rho_{\text{SiO}_2}$ and $\rho_{\text{Si}}$ the densities, and $i_{\text{SiO}_2}$ and $i_{\text{Si}}$ the thicknesses of the SiO$_2$ and Si layers. Using known parameters for bulk silicon ($E_{\text{Si}} = 171$ GPa, $\rho_{\text{Si}} = 2.329$ g cm$^{-3}$, $i_{\text{Si}} = 120$ nm), we can fit the linear dependence of $\Delta f/f$ on the oxide thickness $i_{\text{SiO}_2}$ using equation (1) and obtain an estimate for either $E_{\text{SiO}_2}$ or $\rho_{\text{SiO}_2}$ (see figure 2(d)). Inserting the bulk value $\rho_{\text{SiO}_2} = 2.20$ g cm$^{-3}$ [30] for the density of fused quartz, we obtain $E_{\text{SiO}_2} = 97.1 \pm 1.7$ GPa by fitting the linear dependence of $\Delta f/f$ on the oxide thickness $i_{\text{SiO}_2}$ (see figure 2(d)). This value is larger than the commonly accepted elastic modulus of fused quartz ($E_{\text{SiO}_2, \text{bulk}} = 72$ GPa) [30, 31], which could be due to the presence of suboxides, interfacial stress, or hardening of the material by defects. The deviation could also be explained by a lower density of the native oxide; inserting $E_{\text{SiO}_2, \text{bulk}} = 72$ GPa, we obtain a native oxide density of $\rho_{\text{SiO}_2} = 1.18 \pm 0.07$ g cm$^{-3}$ from the fit. This density appears unrealistically low. The Young’s modulus of the native oxide on the silicon surface is therefore most likely significantly higher than that of fused quartz.

### 3.2. Modification of surface chemistry

In order to stabilize the oxide-free surface and to maintain low mechanical dissipation for extended periods of time, we have screened various chemical surface modifications both in liquid and gas phases. The three most successful approaches are presented in figure 3 and include thermal nitridation [32] and organic monolayer deposition by liquid-phase [21] and gas-phase hydrosilylation [33]. Additional reactions tested included two-step alkylation/ammoniation, spontaneous grafting of diazonium salt, coating of diffusion barrier layers by atomic-layer deposition and by electron beam evaporation, and a simultaneous exposure to
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HF vapor and alkenes. These results are provided as supporting information [25].

Nitridation—In a first approach, we have explored thermal nitridation as a way to passivate the surface against oxidation [32]. Although thermal nitride merely replaces one surface layer against another, one could expect that the low bulk dissipation of silicon nitride (another favorite NEMS material) will be less detrimental than lossy amorphous SiO₂ [25]. The thermal nitride was grown in ammonia at 700–1000 °C using a rapid thermal processing system. Figure 4 shows that thermal nitridation has a beneficial effect, resulting in a slight (1.5×) improvement in mechanical $Q$ at room temperature and a 2× improvement at 4 K. We found the film thickness and nitrogen content to increase significantly with reaction temperature [25], and an optimal $Q$ was observed at 800 °C. We observed no degradation in $Q$ after the nitride-passivated sample had been stored in ambient atmosphere for 24 h, confirming the expected long-term stability against oxidation. Overall, the silicon nitridation approach has the advantages of good air stability and...
blocks the access of reactive O₂ molecules. Such an approach is the formation of a self-assembled organic monolayer that operational simplicity. On the other hand, improvements in operational simplicity. On the other hand, improvements in.

**Figure 5.** (a) Behavior of cantilevers that have a purposely grown oxide layer by silanization. Shown is the Q factor of devices that underwent silanization by mono-, di-, and trichloroalkylsilane and are then exposed to air. Almost no oxide is grown under monochloroalkylsilane atmosphere, resulting in a high initial Q that rapidly drops with air exposure (blue). Significant oxide is grown under dichloroalkylsilane (red) or trichloroalkylsilane (green) atmospheres, resulting in lower initial Q that are stable against air exposure. Curve of default device (black) is the same as in figure 2(a). (b) Native oxide continues to grow after dichloroalkylsilanization. The plot shows the mechanical Q as a function of the additional oxide grown (measured by XPS). Surprisingly, the Q factor does not change as the native oxide is formed.

In contrast to the analogous liquid-phase hydrosilylation recipe, we found the gas-phase reaction to provide a significant improvement in mechanical Q, with 2.7× higher values at room temperature and 4.3× higher values at cryogenic temperatures. The improved performance is likely due to cleaner device surfaces in the absence of any liquid contact. Consistent with [39], chain length-matched alkene and aldehyde gave similar Q at room temperature. At low temperature, we found the alkyl monolayer to be slightly superior to the alkoxide monolayer.

**3.3. Atomic origin of surface dissipation**

In the last part of this study we have investigated surface oxide formation under different chemical atmospheres. For this purpose, we have immersed freshly HF-cleaned devices in vapors of mono-, di-, and trichloroalkylsilane under a N₂ atmosphere for a duration of 30 min [25]. The N₂ gas had a spurious component of O₂ (roughly 0.1%), which, assisted by the silane vapors and residual moisture, led to the formation of an oxide beneath a thin alkyl layer. These oxides could then be compared to the native oxide formed in air. Not all silanes were equally efficient in promoting oxide growth, and additional oxide could still grow in air after the procedure. Reactivity increased with the number of chlorines in the silane.

As shown in figure 5(a), the oxides grown in different silanes had very different impacts on the mechanical Q. Monochlorodimethylsilane (Me₂ClSiH) reacted very little with the silicon surface, and the rate of Q deterioration was very similar to that of untreated devices. Trichloro (1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)silane (CF₃(CF₂)₂(CH₂)₂Cl₂Si), on the other hand, led to the formation of ~2 nm of oxide beneath a fluoroalkyl monolayer [25]; the amount of oxide thus formed was thicker than the.
nearly oxide grown in air. Q values were slightly below those of native oxide devices.

The most interesting case is dichlorodimethylsilane (Me2Cl2Si), which led to an air-stable Q that was roughly 2× better than that of native devices. XPS measurements revealed a thin layer of oxide beneath a polydimethylsiloxane film that continued to grow in air until the native oxide thickness (1–2 nm) was reached [25]. Despite the growth of additional oxide in air, no degradation in Q occurred. (A similar beneficial effect was found for dichlorodimethylsilane vapor, and no improvement in Q was observed if silanization occurred after the native oxide had already formed.) We hypothesize that the concurrent silanization/oxidation had a ‘templating effect’ that led to a more ordered atomic arrangement and reduced the dissipative properties of the oxide film. We more recently found that post-exposure of native oxide-bearing devices to oxygen plasma can also raise the Q factor by 2× at room temperature, which may be explained by a similar (partial) rearrangement of atoms. Together, all observations support the conclusion that the amorphous nature of the native oxide, and not the simple presence of Si-O-Si bonds, is crucial to explain surface dissipation [26].

3.4. Temperature dependence of dissipation

To better understand the low-temperature improvement of the quality factor, we have compared the Q versus temperature curves for oxide-free, oxide-covered, and octoxyl-protected cantilevers (corresponding to the 1st, 4th, and 5th bar in figure 4). Two other devices with octyl and octadecyl monolayers were also prepared (see supporting information). We have further measured a curve for a fused quartz cantilever obtained by thermal oxidation of a standard Si device. Curves are presented in figure 6.

As expected, the oxide-free cantilever showed the highest Q factor of all devices over the entire temperature range. This observation can be easily understood by the absence of the native oxide layer and the organic protection layer. The octoxyl-protected cantilever showed a Q factor that was between the oxide-free and oxide-covered cantilevers. The improvement was highest at 4 K (~5 : 1) and at 300 K (~3 : 1) and was lowest around 130 K (~1 : 1). In order to explain this behavior, it is useful to roughly divide the chart into a low-temperature region (region A in figure 6), a medium-temperature region (B), and a high-temperature region (C).

In region A (below about 70 K), the two oxide-free (protected and unprotected) cantilevers showed similar high Q values, whereas the native oxide-covered device had much lower Q. We thus suspect friction to mainly occur in the oxide layer. This hypothesis is supported by the fused quartz device, where a dramatic increase in dissipation was seen below ~70 K. This increase in dissipation is attributed to tunneling two-level systems in amorphous, glass-like SiO2 [40]. Considering the thicknesses of the native oxide layer (~1–2 nm) and the quartz cantilever (280 nm), the reductions in Q between the two devices even quantitatively agree. We conclude that in region A, the native oxide layer dominates friction, and the contribution by the carbonaceous surface protection is small.

In region B, at around 130 K, all Si cantilevers experience a peak in dissipation. A similar peak has been observed in many previous studies [13, 41, 42], but its origin remains unclear. Here, we believe that the organic coating and possibly a ubiquitous physisorbed molecular layer contribute the additional friction. For our devices, the organic layer was thinnest for oxide-free Si, thicker for the octoxyl-protected surface, and still thicker for the octadecyl surface (see supporting information). We observed that the thickness of the organic layer is directly correlated with the intensity of the dissipation peak in figure 6. The peak is also seen for the native oxide-covered device and for similar diamond and SiN devices (see [7] and supporting information), where it may be explained by a physisorbed molecular layer, possibly hydrocarbons [43]. The adventitious surface layer is small for all other devices, because they only experienced short air
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exposure. The dissipation by the organic surface layer ceases as the temperature increases (region C) but is still partially present at 300 K.

4. Conclusions
To summarize, we have performed a detailed study of the role of the ≈1–2 nm native oxide in the mechanical friction of thin (∼100 nm) silicon cantilever beams. The data presented show that, for our test devices, the surface oxide contributes about 85% to the total dissipation, both at room and cryogenic temperatures. We find the friction to be proportional to the oxide thickness and to subtly depend on formation conditions, indicating that dissipation is intricately related to the atomic arrangements of the amorphous oxide. We have further developed three different chemical surface modifications, including thermal nitridation, hydroxylation, and gas-phase silanization, that inhibit oxide formation and partially preserve the low dissipation of the oxide-free devices. The improvements in mechanical quality factor compared to default (native oxide-bearing) cantilevers are up to 3× at room temperature and extend to 5× at cryogenic temperatures. We expect that even higher improvements will be seen as dimensions of nanomechanical devices continue to shrink.

We finally note that the facile surface passivation reactions may be beneficial to several technological efforts beyond the fields of micro- and nanoelectromechanical systems. The presented gas-phase reactions have several advantages over their commonly used liquid-phase counterparts, including gentle mechanical handling, scalability, and absence of cross-contamination. For instance, the surface modification of silicon nanowires may further improve the thermoelectric figure of merit (zT) of this mass-produced thermoelectric material [44, 45]. Other potential uses include surface doping in semiconductor engineering and lifetime enhancement in optoelectronic devices. Given the easy integration of presented surface modification reactions into standard cleanroom processes, the advances described may offer a simple and straightforward way to enhance a broad range of silicon nanotechnologies.
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